The empirical relevance of long memory conditional heteroscedasticity has emerged i n a v ariety of studies of long time series of high frequency nancial measurements. A reassessment of the applicability of existing semiparametric frequency domain tools for the analysis of time dependence and long run behaviour of time series is therefore warranted. To that end, this paper analyses the averaged periodogram statistic in the framework of a generalized linear process with long memory conditional heteroscedastic innovations according to a model speci cation rst proposed by Robinson 1991. It is shown that the averaged periodogram estimate of the spectral density of a short memory process remains asymptotically normal with unchanged asymptotic variance under mild moment conditions, and that for strongly dependent processes, Robinson 1994's averaged periodogram estimate of long memory remains consistent.
Introduction
The issue of temporal dependence and persistence of shocks on nancial time series has recently been the focus of considerable attention. Tests of market e ciency and, conversely, of return predictability have been based on models aimed at disentangling short run dependencies, seasonal components and long run characteristics of the process under investigation see Fama 1991 for a survey on the subject. If the focus of interest is, as in this paper, the long run behaviour of a covariance stationary time series, one may study the spectral density in a neighbourhood of frequency zero.
To that end, one may w ant t o a void inconsistency in estimating even low frequency characteristics due to possible misspeci cation of higher frequency dynamics. This may b e a c hieved through the use of methods which rely on a local speci cation of the spectral density in a neighbourhood of zero frequency only. The loss of e ciency incurred is presumably of little consequence in the case of long and reliable time series of nancial measurements. However, if such semiparametric frequency domain methods are to be valid tools for inference in this eld, they need to allow for various forms of conditional heteroscedasticity which i s n o w recognized as a dominant feature of asset and foreign exchange rate returns. The statistic considered in this semiparametric framework is the averaged periodogram statistic which is used in its raw form to estimate the spectral density at zero of a short memory time series, and a transformation of which is used to estimate the degree of long memory in a covariance stationary time series whose spectrum is in nite at zero frequency. The latter estimate, known as the averaged periodogram estimate, was proposed by Robinson 1994 . The contribution of this paper is to show the robustness of these two related estimation methods to possibly long memory conditional heteroscedasticity in the Wold innovations of the process under investigation, using a speci cation rst proposed by Robinson 1991 and developed in Robinson and Henry 1999. In the case of short memory time series, the averaged periodogram is the natural statistic to use for nonparametric estimation of the spectrum, and the asymptotic normality result presented is readily extendable to other kernel estimates of the spectral density. A s for the estimation of long memory, t wo other semiparametric estimates are available in the literature: the local Whittle or Gaussian estimate of Robinson 1995a and the log periodogram estimate of Geweke and Porter-Hudak 1983 and Robinson 1995b . However, unlike the local Whittle estimate, also considered in this long memory conditional heteroscedasticity framework by Robinson and Henry 1999 , the averaged periodogram estimate is available in closed form. As for the more popular log peri-odogram estimate, no consistency result has yet been obtained with time dependent conditional variances. The next section discusses the nonparametric speci cation chosen to model conditional heteroscedasticity in the Wold innovations of the weakly stationary times series considered. In that framework, section 4 considers traditional estimation of the spectral density and gives an asymptotic normality result for the averaged periodogram estimate of the spectral density at frequency zero. Section 5 considers Robinson's average periodogram based estimate of long memory see Robinson 1994 in this framework, and provides a consistency result and a small sample assessment o f t h e e ects of possibly long memory conditional heteroscedasticity in the innovations. Section 6 concludes, and proofs of theorems are collected in the appendix. 3.1 and we assume that the " t satisfy at least E" t jF t,1 = 0almost surely a.s.:
3.2 However, many limit results for generalized linear processes under 3.2, such as Hannan 1979's, require the assumption of constant conditional variance E" 2 t =F t,1 = 2 a.s.
3.3 that many time series are generally believed to violate. Financial returns, constructed from rst di erenced logged asset prices or foreign exchange bank quote midpoints sampled at weekly, daily or intra-daily frequencies, typically exhibit thick-tailed distributions and volatility clustering, i.e. conditional variances changing over time in such a w ay that periods of high movement are followed by periods displaying the same characteristic, and periods of low m o vement also. One therefore needs to allow for time varying volatilities for the innovations, and 3.3 needs to be replaced by E" 2 t =F t,1 = 2 t a.s.
3.4
where 2 t is a stochastic process whose temporal dependence properties can in turn be considered. The conditional variance 2 t can be allowed to depend on some latent structure, as Taylor 1980's stochastic volatility" model in which the latent variable t can be construed as embodying the ow of heterogeneous information arrivals on the market, as in the work of Clark 1973. The latent v ariable t can also be allowed to depend on the lagged values of the innovations. This approach w as chosen by Engle 1982 in a form he called autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity ARCH, and generalised by Bollerslev 1986 who introduced lagged values of 2 t thereby i n troducing a latent ARMA structure for the squared innovations the GARCH model. A model ensuring the positivity o f 2 t and producing skewed conditional distributions is the exponential generalised autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity model EGARCH proposed by Nelson 1991 , and some nonlinearities were introduced by Sentana 1995 with an extensive study of quadratic ARCH models and by Zako an 1995 with the threshold ARCH class of models. An extensive review of the literature in this eld of econometric research is given by Bollerslev, Engle, and Nelson 1994 . All of the above are based on a parameterisation of the one step-ahead forecast density, a particularly appealing feature -as pointed out by Shephard 1996-as much of nance theory is concerned with one step-ahead moments or distributions de ned with respect to the economic agent's information. Asymptotic theory for parametric ARCH modelling was proposed by W eiss 1986, Lee and Hansen 1994 Lumsdaine 1996 and Newey and Steigerwald 1994 . Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner 1992 give reviews of the GARCH modelling approach. A nonparametric speci cation encompassing both ARCH and GARCH as special cases was proposed by Robinson 1991 which endogenises the positivity constraint o n 2 t . It is apparent in the empirical literature on ARCH modelling of nancial series, surveyed by Bollerslev, Chou, and Kroner 1992 , that the degree of dependence in second moments is too large to be modelled in terms of mixing behaviour or with a latent stationary ARMA structure and therefore exponentially decaying weights. Parameter estimates from GARCH1,1 models on asset returns and foreign exchange, the most popular modelling technique, lie close to the boundary of stationarity for the process, prompting the introduction of a unit root in the autoregressive m o ving average equation describing the behaviour of the squares. Lumsdaine 1996 shows asymptotic normality o f the quasi-maximum likelihood estimator in the integrated GARCH1,1 model. However, the IGARCH model implies full persistence of shocks on the variance in a sense de ned by Bollerslev and Engle 1993 where K is a generic constant, so the innovations t in 3.10 are square integrable martingale di erences, " 2 t is well de ned as a covariance stationary process and its autocorrelations can exhibit the usual long memory structure implied by 3.15 or 3.18. Even if 3.20 does not hold, the autocorrelations" P 1 i=0 i i+j = P 1 i=0 2 i are well de ned under 3.17. Both parametric representations 3.15 and 3.18 have the implication that autocorrelations follow P 1 i=0 i i+j P 1 i=0 2 i cj 2d",1 as j ! 1 3.22
which in turn implies a rate of decay for the innovations ltering weights of j = Oj d",1 as j ! 1 :
This is taken as a characterisation of long memory in the process " 2 t when d " 0 and it implies nonsummability o f w eights j and autocovariances j = c o v" 2 t ; " 2 t+j : 3.24
The rate of convergence of the sample mean is also characteristic of long memory processes when j satis es 3.23. Indeed, 3.12 and 3.21 imply that the partial sums of the squared innovations have v ariance under 3.23. Therefore, we h a ve the following rate upper bound:
This result, and nonsummability of the j 's, is to be contrasted with standard latent ARMA representations for the squares, where weights decay exponentially and are, therefore, absolutely summable. In view of the empirical evidence and the focus on possible long memory in nancial returns x t , it seems appropriate to allow for possible long memory in the " 2 t also. Hannan 1970 , Theorem 13', page 227 also proves 4.37 under uniform mixing and fourth order stationarity with absolutely summable fourth cumulants. However, he needs the additional assumption that the spectral density of the process x t , f, be absolutely continuous for all . Such a global condition is undesirable in this semiparametric framework where one wishes to allow for discontinuities in the spectrum, and indeed for any kind of behaviour for the spectrum at non zero frequencies, providing it remains integrable a consequence of covariance stationarity. The following theorem shows that the discretely averaged periodogram given by 4.33 remains an asymptotically normal estimate for the spectral density at frequency zero of an observed generalised linear process with conditional heteroscedastic innovations. We make the following assumptions: Assumption A1 f satis es 4.35. In addition, in a neighbourhood 0; o f t h e origin, is di erentiable and d In fact, we believe that this requirement could be removed or relaxed by a more detailed proof, but the quasi-monotonicity requirement does not seem very onerous, while 4.39 is also needed when the " 2 t have long memory, and there always exists an m sequence satisfying both 4.36 and 4.39.
Theorem 1 Under Assumptions A1-A3, 4.37 holds.
Robinson 1983 gives a survey of the possible applications of spectral estimation. Some of the major applications of 4.33 are documented by Robinson and Velasco 1996 . They show h o w a consistent estimate of the spectral density at frequency zero of a weakly dependent process is instrumental in location inference, linear regression and more complex econometric models. For instance, the sample mean of a process with nonparametric autocorrelation provides an asymptotically normal, if not e cient, estimation of the population mean where misspeci ed autocorrelationcorrected estimates might prove misleading. Another obvious application of zero frequency spectral estimation is long run variance estimation in a Beveredge-Nelson type decomposition. This can be particularly useful in the investigation of nancial market e ciency.
5 Averaged periodogram estimation of long memory where F = R 0 fd. This paper proves that 5.50 continues to hold when 3.3 is replaced by 3.4 with 3.5. Robinson 1994 proved 5.50 under minimal moment conditions capable of delivering convergence in probability only, whereas this chapter requires 3.20. This is unfortunate, as 3.20 reduces the scope of GARCH speci cations covered by 3.5 and is not always supported by empirical evidence on nancial returns see He 1997 for an investigation of the fourth moment structure of the GARCH model. We n o w consider the case where the observed process x t displays long memory, with the degree of temporal dependence embodied in the long memory parameter d x . The following theorem shows that the weak consistency result 5.50 continues to hold when the error process " t displays possibly long memory conditional heteroscedasticity. Assumptions B1 and B2 correspond to assumptions A and B in Robinson 1994 with the addition of 4.38 which is used to control the martingale approximation term A.89 below. 4.38 is added here for clarity of the proof. It is not strictly necessary for the consistency results of Theorems 2 and 3. Only the magnitude of the singularity is speci ed for the spectrum at frequency zero while Assumption B2 is a minimal assumption for semiparametric estimation based on a degenerating band of harmonic frequencies. Assumption B3 relaxes the restriction on fourth cumulants condition Cii in Robinson 1994 through the introduction of conditional heteroscedasticity. Robinson only assumed the innovations are uncorrelated, whereas in Assumption B3, they follow a martingale di erence sequence. Condition Ciii in by the Toeplitz lemma and 5.52, thus verifying 5.53. Again, the requirement 5.51 that conditional third moments be nonstochastic is restrictive, but again is satis ed if " t has a conditionally symmetric density, or, more specially, if it follows 4.44. The alternative requirement 5.52 rules out long memory in " 2 t but covers standard ARCH and GARCH speci cations as well as many processes for which autocorrelation in squares decays more slowly than exponentially.
Theorem 2 Under Assumptions B1-B3, 5.50 holds.
The consistency result of Theorem 2 is su cient f o r a n umber of applications, including consistent estimation of d x , the long memory parameter which determines the extent of temporal dependence in the observable process x t . H o wever, in order to determine the scale of the hyperbolic pole of its spectral density in the neighbourhood of frequency zero, it is necessary to derive an upper bound for the rate of convergence ofF m =F m t o 1 . T o derive this upper bound, a smoothness assumption is added to Assumption B1 and a rate of decay is given for the j , coe cients of the in nite moving average decomposition for the squares of the errors " 2 t . This rate of decay controls the degree of temporal dependence in the squared error process. The nite sample results presented here do not consider the sensitivity of the estimate to the choice of the constant= 1 =2 i s c hosen arbitrarily, but concentrate on the sensitivity to conditional heteroscedasticity in the errors. Robustness to departures from nite fourth moment condition is also considered. Finite sample performance ofd xq was examined under the presumption of no conditional heteroscedasticity and indeed unconditional Gaussianity of the errors in Lobato and Robinson 1996 . We present here results of a Monte Carlo study of the averaged periodogram estimate applied to simulated series x t following an ARFIMA0,d x ,0 parametric version of 3.1 with innovations " t satisfying following ve models for the conditional variance 2 t speci ed and discussed below. In the rst three cases, the " t are supposed conditionally normal as in 4.44 with conditional variance 2 t . i IID: 2 t = 2 . The " t are independent and identically distributed, so that there is no conditional heteroscedasticity. W e can take 2 = 1 with no loss of generality.
ii GARCH: 2 t = :3 + :2" 2 t,1 + :5 2 t,1 . The " t are GARCH1,1, with moderately strong autocorrelation in the " 2 t at short" lags; they satisfy 3. 20 Bollerslev 1986. iii LMARCH: 2 t = n 1 , 1 , L :45 o " 2 t . The " t have v ery long memory ARCH structure satisfying 3.5-3.10 and 3.15 with az = bz = 1, so that the " 2 t follow the ARFIMA0,d " ,0 structure discussed in Section 4 of Robinson 1991, with d " = :45, close to the stationarity boundary.
In model iv, the innovations are simulated from a t 4 distribution with constant conditional variance in order to compare the e ect ond of thick tails in the innovations distribution to the e ect of conditional heteroscedasticity as speci ed in models i, ii and iii. It also allows to investigate the e ect of a failure of the fourth moment condition 3.20.
As noted in Robinson and Henry 1999 , the model speci cation 3.5 adopted here for the conditional variance 2 t does not allow for asymmetric response of conditional variances to positive and negative returns. This e ect is reported in the empirical nance literature as the leverage e ect. The local Whittle estimate of long memory is nonetheless applied to series x t following an ARFIMA0,d x ,0 parametric version of 3.1 with conditionally Gaussian innovations following a speci c form of Nelson's EGARCH, which models the leverage e ect, and which will be denoted model vi. v EGARCH: " t = t z t , z t are independent standard normal variables, and ln 2 t = ,:5+:9 l n 2 t,1 ,:5z t,1 + :5jz t,1 j. The coe cient o f z t,1 induces a strong leverage e ect, i.e. volatility rises in response to unexpectedly low returns. In case of unexpectedly high returns, the volatility behaves as in a simple rst order autoregressive stochastic volatility model, with autoregressive coe cient calibrated on typical values in the empirical literature on nancial volatilities, which are nearly always larger than .9 see Ghysels, Harvey, and Renault 1996. The innovations " t have nite unconditional moments of arbitrary order. So far as the ARFIMA0,d x ,0 model for x t is concerned, so that in relation to 3.1, P 1 j=0 j L j = 1 , L ,dx , w e consider: We study each of i-v with a-b, covering a range of long very long memory in x t and a range of short long memory in " 2 t . Tables 1-2 and 3-4 deal respectively with each of the two d x values a-b. In each case the results are based on n=64, 128 and 256 observations, with bandwidths m= n=16, n=8, n=4, and 10000 replications. In tables 1-2 and 3-4, we report, for the conditional variance speci cations i-v, Monte Carlo bias of the averaged periodogram estimate and Monte Carlo root mean squared error. Table 5 reports relative e ciency of the averaged periodogram estimate of long memory with respect to the local Whittle estimate of Robinson 1995a, discussed in this framework in Robinson and Henry 1999. The relative e ciency is de ned as the ratio of Monte Carlo mean squared errors. We make the comparison with the local Whittle estimate for each of the two d x values a and b and models i, ii and iii for the innovations, because an asymptotic result is given in these cases in Robinson and Henry 1999. For models i, ii, iii and v, the errors " t were sampled from a conditionally normal distribution see 4.44 with conditional variance 2 t in a recursive procedure with iid normal startup values subsequently discarded. Namely, for t = ,1000 to 0, " t were generated as iid normal and 2 t were identically set to one; and for t = 1 t o 2n, 2 t = 2 + PL" 2 t and " t = q 2 t t , where t are iid normal and 2 and PL are the relevant i n tercept and operator in cases i to iii, truncated to 1000 lags in the long memory cases iii. In case of iv, " t = t z t , z t are iid normal, and ln 2 RNDN was used with random seed starting at the value 12145389. A method based on the Cholevsky decomposition m i;j 2n i;j=1 of the Toeplitz matrix ji,jj 2n i;j=1
, where j are the autocovariances of an ARFIMA0,d x ,0, was then used to simulate x t from the errors " t as x t = P t i=1 m ti " i , t = 1 ; : : : ; 2n, the rst n values being subsequently discarded. For each of the series simulated, the periodogram was computed by the Gauss Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. Lobato and Robinson 1996 , relative e ciency of the average periodogram decreases steadily with sample size and bandwidth and reaches values as low as 16 for a sample size of n = 1000.
Conclusion
This paper has focused on the simple averaged periodogram statistic insofar as it provides insights into the dependence structure of a time series. It was shown that the averaged periodogram is an asymptotically normal estimate of the spectral density a t zero frequency for a weakly dependent process. The conditions of this theorem do not presume anything on the short memory structure, and, more importantly allow for a very high degree of temporal dependence including long memory in the conditional variance and higher moments. It is conjectured that this property continues to hold when one focuses on non zero frequencies where the spectral density i s c o n tinuous. However, to gain insights into the short memory structure of the process, functional estimation of the spectral density w ould then be required, and global conditions on the smoothness of the spectral density w ould have to be imposed. This paper has also extended the applicability of Robinson 1994's results on the averaged periodogram statistic in the presence of long range dependence. It has been shown that all the results in Robinson 1994 still hold for long memory processes with possibly long memory conditionally heteroscedastic errors. This permits consistent estimation of long memory and stationary cointegration which proves especially useful in the investigation of dependence and codependence in foreign exchange rate returns. A.76
The left-hand side is a martingale equal to P n t=1 z t with z t = " t P it follows that n,1 X t=1 r n,t ! 1; as n ! 1 :
A.83
As, moreover, j j j K 0 j = O j 2d",1 ! 0; as j ! 1 
